Use supplied brackets and hardware and attach per photos below (Fig A & B). (Fig A) Start by placing the supplied 10-24 clips on the bent end of the long “L” bracket as shown. Now place supplied clips on the pinch brackets as shown. Loosely attach pinch brackets to the “L” bracket as shown using the supplied 10-24 x 1” bolts. With the “L” bracket set up, now loosely attach the “L” bracket to the bottom or lower mounting tabs in billet grille using the supplied 10-24 x 1” bolts. (Fig B) Start by placing the supplied 10-24 clips on one end of the “V” bracket as shown. Now place supplied clips on the pinch brackets as shown. Loosely attach pinch brackets to the “V” bracket as shown using the supplied 10-24 x 1” bolts. With the “V” bracket set up, now loosely attach the “V” bracket to the upper or top mounting tabs in billet grille using the supplied 10-24 x 1” bolts.

10-24 Clips attaches to Billet Grille
10-24 Clips
10-24 x 1” Bolts

With brackets loosely attached place billet grille into bumper opening and center. Now move the pinch bracket so that it catches the plastic in the bumper opening as pinch brackets need to attach. (APPROXIMATELY OF THE VERTICAL PLASTIC IN BUMPER). Now and also remove brackets from billet grille. Place pinch brackets catching plastic and tighten using a SURE PINCH BRACKETS CAN NOT MOVE. the bumper opening place billet grille back into placed brackets tighten in place using the 10-24 x Works recommends but not necessary applying a 10-24 x 1” before attaching billet grille to the placed brackets.

10-24 Clips attaches to Billet Grille
“L” Bracket
10-24 Clips
10-24 x 1” Bolt

NOTE: Please adjust horizontal blades if irregular. This is the result of shipping and handling outside of Carriage Works control. Also Carriage Works Recommends applying a high quality automotive wax to maintain the original appearance.